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Millennium
When tax practitioners look back to the beginning of the decade,

many may think of the tax environment that existed back then to be a
halcyon time — relatively, at least. Is this selective memory? A couple of
cases in point: at the beginning of the decade there had been a few GAAR
cases, but none had gone beyond the bottom tax court, so that their
practical impact was limited. Although the non-resident trust and foreign 2010 Automobile

Rates and Limits . . . . . . . 3investment entity rules had been proposed in the 1999 federal Budget,
the bewildering complexity and pointlessness of the proposals had yet to

CRA’s 2009 Meal andbecome evident. 1
Vehicle Rates . . . . . . . . . . 4

So where have we gone for the last 10 years? Presented below are
what I consider to be the tax highlights of the last decade. Minister of National

Revenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
● February 2000 Budget — lower corporate tax rates. The first federal

Budget in the New Millenium contained the best news in my list of tax
Cases To Watch For Inchanges. It ushered in an era of dropping corporate tax rates, especially 2010 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

for full-rate business income. Taking post-2000 Budget proposals into
account, the federal corporate tax rate on business income is to be cut Average Exchange
nearly in half in a dozen years or so, dropping from 28%2 before the Rates for 2009 . . . . . . . . 5
2000 federal Budget to 15% by 2012. (After this, the world ends?) The

Federal Indexedtarget federal–provincial corporate tax rate for full-rate business
Amounts for 2010 . . . . . 6income3 is 25%. For wealthier clients, this may change the decision of

whether to bonus down to the small business limit, not to mention
Recent Technicalstructuring an investment business so the company has more than five Interpretations

full time employees (if possible). But I am always amazed about how
Asset Used Principallymany taxpayers haven’t seen the light. in an Active Business . . . 7

● December 2002 — the end. Draft technical legislation is released. This is Principal Residence
the last time a comprehensive package of technical amendments was Exemption — Bed and
tabled. Changes have yet to come into effect, perhaps because the Breakfast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
technical proposals were bundled with policy changes, notably the Taxability of Pension
unpopular and controversial non-resident trust and FIE rules in former Benefits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Bill C-10. 4 The Bill was eventually torpedoed in the Senate (of all places) Deductibility of
in the summer of 2008. Damage Costs . . . . . . . . . 8

1
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Two years later, the government changes the taxation of
● Fall 2003 — releases and more releases. The era of legis-

eligible dividends so that, by 2012, the federal tax bene-lation by press release goes into full swing. In October,
fits will be all but eliminated.the Department of Finance issued a press release 5

announcing a clampdown on tax-free payments for ● 2006–2007 — tax shelters ‘‘R us’’. A string of cases on
non-competition and other ‘‘restrictive covenants’’. The ‘‘tax shelters’’ go against taxpayers. 13 Among other
legislation turns out to be ‘‘ugly’’ — ending up in the Bill things, the cases trash conventional King and Bay
C-10 black hole. wisdom that tax shelter status will not apply based on

the ‘‘no rep’’ argument — e.g., that representations as toLater that month, another press release6 is issued  with
deductions and the like (a requirement for tax shelterproposals to respond to court cases7 in which the ‘‘rea-
status) must be ‘‘legal’’ representations. Per the Baxtersonable expectation of profit’’ test was rejected as a gen-
case, representations need only to be ‘‘communicated’’eral test for determining whether a taxpayer has a source of
or ‘‘announced’’ (presumably, including verbally) toincome. 8 The proposals appear to have vanished and
‘‘prospective purchasers’’ — and not necessarily to theInterpretation Bulletin IT-533 is the guidepost to interest
particular taxpayer. 14 RIP to the syndicated tax deal (theydeductibility.
were actually dead already).

In December 2003, another press release clamping
● April 2007 — full reverse, Scotty. The 2007 federal Budgetdown on buy-low/sell-high donation schemes is issued by

includes proposals that would do nothing less than dis-the Department of Finance.9
allow interest deductions in respect of investments in

None of these initiatives have become law.
foreign affiliates in the vast majority of situations. The

● October 2005 — GAAR and the top court. The first GAAR Department of Finance later restricts the rules to ‘‘double
cases to reach the Supreme Court, Canada Trustco and dip’’ situations, and then abandons them completely in
Kaulius, are released.10 Tax practitioners complain about the light of criticism from the Advisory Panel on Interna-
resulting uncertainty. Would things get better? Read on. tional Taxation.

● November 2005 — income trusts and eligible dividends. ● 2008 — Return of the Jedi. After a generation of accept-
The Liberal government announces the ‘‘eligible divi- ance of draconian tax legislation, an ad hoc group of
dend’’ regime to stem the tide of income trust conver- senior tax practitioners protest some of the controversial
sions. 11 It didn’t work out too well: a year later, the Con- tax proposals in Bill C-10, particularly the non-resident
servative government breaks its promise and taxes trust, FIE and restrictive covenant proposals. Representa-
publicly traded income trusts and partnerships12 — in the tives appear before the Standing Senate Committee on
light of the then-proposed conversions by BCE and Telus. Banking, Trade and Commerce. The normally docile

Senate effectively torpedoes Bill C-10, which died with
the call for the 2008 election.

TAX NOTES
● December 2008 — The View. The final report of the
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‘‘Advisory Panel on Canada’s System of International Tax-information, see your CCH Account Manager or call

1-800-268-4522 or (416) 224-2248 (Toronto). ation’’ is released. In a refreshing change from recent tax
policy initiatives, its recommendations generally call for aFor CCH Canadian Limited
loosening of the international tax rules. To give but one
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example, the Report recommends exempting capital(416) 224-2224, ext. 6279
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● January 2009 — GAAR redux. The Supreme Court of
TR ISLAM, Marketing Manager Canada releases the Lipson 16 case, which was appealed

(416) 228-6166
to the top court in an effort to bring some certainty toe-mail: TR Islam@wolterskluwer.com

the application of GAAR. The effort backfired badly with
PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT NO. 40064546 the Supreme Court decreeing, among other things, that
RETURN UNDELIVERABLE CANADIAN ADDRESSES TO

it’s GAARable to use an anti-avoidance rule to yourCIRCULATION DEPT.
330–123 MAIN ST advantage. What with several different judgments beingTORONTO ON M5W 1A1
email circdept@publisher.com delivered, the application of GAAR is even less certain

than before. 17
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Ministry of Finance releases ‘‘Fighting Aggressive Tax
Planning’’. 18 The measures proposed in this Bulletin may
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5 Department of Finance News Release No. 2003-049, October 7, 2003.result in serious penalties, as well as new reporting obli-
6 Department of Finance News Release No. 2003-055, October 31, 2003.gations. Among other things, taxpayers who are reas-
7 Stewart, 2002 DTC 6969 (SCC); Walls, 2002 DTC 6960 (SCC).sessed under GAAR will be subject to a penalty of 25% of
8 And in which ‘‘income’’ in the context of paragraph 20(1)(c) was inter-the additional tax, with the ‘‘promoter’’ of an avoidance

preted to mean gross income; see Ludco, 2001 DTC 5501 (SCC).
transaction subject to a penalty of 121/2% of the amounts

9 Department of Finance News Release No. 2003-061, December 5, 2003.received, unless early disclosure rules have been com- These schemes are still being litigated; see Russell v. The Queen, 2009 TCC
plied with. 548.

10 The Queen v. Canada Trustco Mortgage Company, 2005 DTC 5523, andIn summary, while there have been a few develop-
Mathew v. The Queen (sub nom. Kaulius v. The Queen), 2005 DTC 5538,ments which are favourable to tax practitioners and their respectively.

clients, most have been adverse, with much of the difficulty 11 Department of Finance News Release 2005-082, November 23, 2005.
relating to the uncertainty as to the status of tax legislation. 12 Department of Finance News Release No. 2006-061, October 31, 2006.
Let’s come back to our cases in point at the beginning of 13 Including Maege, 2006 DTC 3193, TCC, affirmed, 2008 DTC 6263, FCA;
the article. At the beginning of the decade, the application Tolhoek 2007 DTC 247, TCC, affirmed 2008 DTC 6279, FCA; and Baxter,

2007 DTC 5199, FCA, reversing 2006 DTC 2642, TCC.of GAAR was uncertain. It’s still uncertain, although it’s likely
14 For further discussion, see ‘‘Heavy Case Load’’ by the author; Tax Notesto apply to more situations than many would have envi-

No. 534, July 2007.sioned a decade ago. Ten years ago, the non-resident trust
15 See paragraph 4.52 of the Report. As for the fact that it may seem incon-and FIE rules were up in the air; a decade later, even more

sistent to exempt gains on the sale of foreign affiliate shares while taxing
so. The legislation is on its seventh round; how much of it, gains on the sale of Canadian company shares, the Report reasons that

‘‘this difference can be accepted on the basis that the current rules areif any, will become law is a matter of speculation.
out of step with most other countries that have exemption systems’’, and

The first priority of the Department of Finance should would also result in a simpler tax system (see paragraph 4.53).
be to try to clean up the mess. While the enactment of 16  2009 DTC 5015.
technical legislation is out of its hands, it should make clear 17 While Lipson has been cited as providing support for tax planning to

maximize interest deductibility, practitioners are troubled by the lack ofto the legislators that this clean-up should have priority.
analysis in determining the purpose of the attribution rules that theBesides the passage of legislation, many of the proposals
majority of the court held were abused. This makes more confusing the

themselves have to be cleaned-up, particularly in the inter- standard for finding abuse based upon violation of a statutory scheme.
national area. In an era where it is commonplace to engage 18 Information Bulletin 2009-5, October 15, 2009.
in international operations, the foreign affiliate rules should 19 Many Interpretation Bulletins are badly out of date, with no warning to

readers.be sufficiently simple that it is not necessary to consult an
international specialist every time a client does a transac-
tion. To become up to speed, practitioners are forced to
sift through ‘‘comfort letters’’. 19

2010 Automobile Rates and
Enough already. Can we fix this, before the tax rules

Limitsbecome a shambles?

In News Release No. 2009-125, dated December 31,
— David Louis, tax partner, Minden Gross LLP, a member 2009, the Department of Finance announced that for 2010,

of MERITAS law firms worldwide. David’s practice focuses the automobile expense deduction limits and prescribed
on tax and estate planning for entrepreneurs and their rates for automobile operating expense benefits would

remain unchanged from those for 2009.corporations. dlouis@mindengross.com

Notes: For vehicles acquired after 2009, the limit on the cap-
1 The draft legislation, which was released on June 22, 2000, was described ital cost of passenger vehicles for purposes of capital cost

in an early article as ‘‘Byzantine’’. (See ‘‘Foreign Investment Entities’’, Allan allowance remains at $30,000, plus applicable federal and
R. Lanthier, 2000 CTH 8(7) p. 49). provincial sales taxes (Regulation 7307(1)); the limit on

2 Counting corporate surtax, the federal rate was 29.12%. deductible leasing costs remains at $800 per month, plus
3 I.e., not eligible for the small business deduction. applicable federal and provincial sales taxes (Regulation
4 The convolutions of the FIE proposals are illustrated by the following pas- 7307(3)); and the maximum interest deduction for

sage from the 1999 federal Budget, pertaining to the pre-existing provision: amounts borrowed to purchase an automobile remains at
Revenue Canada has had difficulty in enforcing this provi- $300 per month (Regulation 7307(2)). The limit on

sion because of the frequent lack of information and the
tax-exempt allowances paid to employees for business usechallenge of establishing that the interest in the foreign-based

investment fund was acquired primarily to avoid Canadian tax . . . of the employee’s vehicle and that are deductible by
When the provision has been applied, it has been criticized as employers remains at 52 cents per kilometre for the firstsubjecting to tax an arbitrary amount that may bear no relation-

5,000 kilometres and 46 cents for additional kilometresship to the actual income accruing in the fund.
(Regulation 7306). For Yukon Territory, Northwest TerritoriesOf course, the proposals now include a tax avoidance motive test for a

number of common foreign investments, and the primary determination of and Nunavut, these figures remain at 56 cents and 50 cents,
the taxable amount under the proposals is based on an arbitrary amount. respectively. The rate for determining the operatingThe CRA’s ability to obtain information has greatly increased over the
decade. Do we really need to overhaul the legislation? expense taxable benefit for the personal portion of auto-
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mobile expenses paid for by an employer remains at Honourable Jean-Pierre Blackburn. Mr. Ashfield was elected
24 cents per kilometre (Regulation 7305.1). This rate for to the House of Commons in 2008 and represents the
taxpayers employed principally in selling or leasing auto- Fredericton, New Brunswick constituency.
mobiles remains at 21 cents per kilometre.

Cases To Watch For In 2010
On December 4, 2009, the Tax Court of CanadaCRA’s 2009 Meal and Vehicle

released its decision in GE Capital Canada [2010 DTC 1007].
The taxpayer was successful in arguing that its guaranteeRates
fees paid to a U.S. affiliate were deductible. Aside from the
appeal to the FCA in this case, various other appeals will be

The CRA has released the 2009 meal and vehicle rates heard by the FCA and SCC. For example, the Glaxo appeal
that can be used by individuals to calculate meal and travel on transfer pricing is scheduled to be heard by the FCA on
expenses for purposes of the northern residents’ deduc- March 8, 2010. A number of GAAR cases (Collins & Aikman;
tions, moving expenses, and transportation to obtain med- Lehigh Cement, which will be heard on March 10, 2010; St.
ical services. The flat rate meal amount remains at $17 per Michael Trust (Garron); and Antle) may be heard. Other
meal to a maximum of $51 per day. For the simplified FCA cases of note which may be scheduled include
method of calculating vehicle expenses, the 2009 per kilo- Exida.com (penalties), Heron Bay (bad debt deduction),
metre rates are shown in the chart below. College Park Motors (limitations period), Maréchaux

(donation credit), Schroter (parking benefit), YudelsonProvince/Territory Cents/Kilometre
(pension transfers), Barry (directors’ liability), and a number
of section 87 Indian Act appeals. Two cases deal with cor-Alberta 51.5
porate reorganizations (Husky Oil, Tremblay), and another
with accrued interest expense (Collins).British Columbia 52.0

Manitoba 49.0 The Tax Court is scheduled to hear the next leveraged
donations case in 2010 (Edwards) and is expected to

New Brunswick 50.0 render a decision in Schiesser which was scheduled for
hearing in December 2009. Cases involving subsec-Newfoundland and Labrador 53.5
tion 95(6) likely to be heard include Lehigh Cement and
Canadian Tire Corporation.Northwest Territories 58.0

Nova Scotia 50.5 Ed Kroft, McCarthy Tétrault LLP. This note appeared in
the January 2010 issue of CCH’s McCarthy Tétrault on Tax

Nunavut 58.0
Disputes newsletter.

Ontario 54.0

Prince Edward Island 50.0

Quebec 57.0

Saskatchewan 47.5

Yukon 61.0

Minister of National Revenue

On January 19, 2010, the Honourable Keith Ashfield
was appointed Minister of National Revenue, replacing the
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Average Exchange Rates for 2009

Reproduced below is a chart from the Bank of Canada showing the 2009 average exchange rates for several currencies.
These figures are reproduced in Volume 1 at ¶360 and in the CANADIAN TAX REPORTER online and on DVD, accessed through
‘‘Quick Links’’. The noon exchange rate for the U.S. dollar on Wednesday, December 31, 2009 was 1.0466 and the closing
rate on that day was 1.051.

Argentina
Argentine ______________ peso______________ ________________

Australia
Australie _______________ dollar _____________ ________________

Bahamas ______________ dollar _____________ ________________

Brazil new real
Brésil _________________ nouveau real _______ ________________

Burma (Myanmar)
Birmanie (Myanmar)______ kyat ______________ ________________

Chile
Chili __________________ peso______________ ________________

China
Chine _________________ renminbi___________ ________________

Colombia
Colombie ______________ peso______________ ________________

Croatia
Croatie ________________ kuna______________ ________________

Czech. Republic koruna
République tchèque ______ couronne __________ ________________

Denmark krone
Danemark______________ couronne _________ ________________

East Caribbean dollar
Caraïbes Orientales ______ dollar _____________ ________________

European Euro
Europe Euro ____________ Euro______________ ________________

Fiji
Fidji___________________ dollar _____________ ________________

Communauté Financière Africaine franc_________ C.F.A ________________

Comptoirs Français du Pacifique franc_________ C.F.P. ________________

Ghana ________________ cedi ______________ ________________

Guatemala _____________ quetzal____________ ________________

Honduras ______________ lempira____________ ________________

Hong kong _____________ dollar _____________ ________________

Hungary
Hongrie________________ forint______________ ________________

Iceland krona
Islande ________________ couronne __________ ________________

India rupee
Inde __________________ roupie ____________ ________________

Indonesia rupiah
Indonésie ______________ roupie ____________ ________________

Israel new shekel
Israël _________________ nouveau shekel _____ ________________

Jamaica
Jamaïque ______________ dollar _____________ ________________

Japan
Japon _________________ yen_______________ ________________

Malaysia
Malaisis _______________ ringgit_____________ ________________

Mexico
Mexique _______________ peso______________ ________________

Morocco
Maroc _________________ dirham ____________ ________________

Neth. Antilles guilder
Antilles néerlandaises ____ florin______________ ________________

New Zealand
Nouvelle-zélande ________ dollar _____________ ________________

Norway krone
Norvège _______________ couronne __________ ________________

rupee
Pakistan _______________ roupie_____________ ________________

Panama _______________ balboa ____________ ________________

Peru new sol
Pérou _________________ nouveau sol ________ ________________

Philippines _____________ peso______________ ________________

Poland
Pologne _______________ zloty ______________ ________________

Romania
Roumain _______________ nouveau leu ________ ________________

Russia
Russie ________________ rouble_____________ ________________

Serbia
Serbe _________________ dinar______________ ________________

Singapore
Singpour _______________ dollar _____________ ________________

South Africa
Afrique du Sud __________ rand ______________ ________________

South Korea
Corée de sud ___________ won ______________ ________________

rupee
Sri_Lanka ______________ roupie_____________ ________________

Sweden krona
Suède _________________ couronne __________ ________________

Switzerland
Suisse_________________ franc______________ ________________

new dollar
Taiwan ________________ nouveau dollar ______ ________________

Thailand
Thaïlande ______________ baht ______________ ________________

Trindad & Tobago
Trinité et Tobago _________ dollar _____________ ________________

Tunisia
Tunisie ________________ dinar______________ ________________

Turkey new lira
Turquie ________________ nouvelle livre _______ ________________

United Arab Emirates
Émirats arabes unis ______ dirham ____________ ________________

United Kingdom pound
Royaume-Uni ___________ livre ______________ ________________

United States
Etats-Unis______________ dollar _____________ ________________

Venezuela______________ bolivar fuerte _______ ________________

Vietnam _______________ dong______________ ________________

BANK OF CANADA BANQUE DU CANADA

Ottawa, Ottawa,

Nominal quotations based on official parities or market rates in terms of United
States dollars, converted into Canadian dollars around noon Ottawa time.

Cotations basées sur les parités officielles ou sur les cours du marché en
dollars É.-U. et converties en monnaie canadienne vers midi heure d’Ottawa.

PRESENT VALUE
COUNTRY MONETARY UNIT IN CAN.

CURRENCY
PAYS UNITÉ MONÉTAIRE VALEUR

ACTUELLE EN
MONNAIE CAN.

PRESENT VALUE
COUNTRY MONETARY UNIT IN CAN.

CURRENCY
PAYS UNITÉ MONÉTAIRE VALEUR

ACTUELLE EN
MONNAIE CAN.

 2009  Average of 251 days

0.3037

0.8969

1.1420

0.5738

0.2065

0.002043

0.1672

0.000531

0.2160

0.05998

0.2129

0.4293

1.5855

0.5887

0.002417

0.01329

0.7999

0.1405

0.06045

0.147321

0.005657

0.009261

0.02360

0.000110

0.2903

0.01306

0.01220

0.3236

0.08448

0.1409

0.6474

0.7193

0.1815

0.01402

1.1420

0.3788

0.02401

0.3667

0.3741

0.03595

0.01687

0.7842

0.1362

0.000895

0.009932

0.1493

1.0505

0.03453

0.03322

0.1832

0.8448

0.7333

0.3109

1.78035578

1.14197729

0.5318

0.000064

 2009  Moyenne de 251 jours

FINANCIAL MARKETS DEPARTMENT
YEAR AVERAGE OF EXCHANGE RATES

DÉPARTEMENT DES MARCHÉS FINANCIERS
MOYENNE ANNUELLE DES TAUX DE CHANGE
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The following chart lists the indexed amounts for theFederal Indexed Amounts 2009 and 2010 tax years. Generally, the increased amounts
take effect as of January 1. However, increases to thefor 2010
Canada Child Tax Benefit (including the National Child Ben-
efit Supplement and the Child Disability Benefit) and theOn December 15, 2009, the CRA released a Fact Sheet
Goods and Services Tax Credit take effect as of July 1, 2010.setting out the 2010 personal tax bracket thresholds and

amounts and thresholds pertaining to personal tax credits.
The Fact Sheet stated that the indexation factor for 2010 is
0.6%.

2010 2009
($) ($)

Tax Bracket Thresholds
Taxable income above which the 22% bracket begins 40,970 40,7261

Taxable income above which the 26% bracket begins 81,941 81,4521

Taxable income above which the 29% bracket begins 127,021 126,264

Amounts relating to non-refundable tax credits
Basic personal amount 10,382 10,3201

Age amount 6,446 6,4081

Net income threshold 32,506 32,312
Spouse or common-law partner amount (maximum) 10,382 10,3201

Amount for an eligible dependant (maximum) 10,382 10,3201

Amount for children under age 18 (maximum per child) 2,101 2,089
Canada employment amount (maximum) 1,051 1,044
Infirm dependant amount (maximum per dependant) 4,223 4,198
Net income threshold 5,992 5,956
Caregiver amount (maximum per dependant) 4,223 4,198
Net income threshold 14,422 14,336
Disability amount 7,239 7,196
Supplement for children with disabilities (maximum) 4,223 4,198
Threshold relating to allowable child care and attendant care expenses 2,473 2,459
Adoption expenses (maximum per adoption) 10,975 10,909
Medical expense tax credit — 3% of net income ceiling 2,024 2,011

Refundable medical expense supplement
Maximum supplement 1,074 1,067
Minimum earnings threshold 3,135 3,116
Family net income threshold 23,775 23,633
Old Age Security repayment threshold 66,733 66,335

Certain board and lodging allowances paid to players on sports teams
or members of recreation programs
Income exclusion (maximum per month) 315 313

Tradesperson’s tools deduction
Threshold amount relating to cost of eligible tools 1,051 1,044

Goods and Services Tax Credit
Adult maximum 250 248
Child maximum 131 130
Single supplement 131 130
Phase-in threshold for the single supplement 8,096 8,047
Family net income at which credit begins to phase out 32,506 32,312

Canada Child Tax Benefit
Base benefit 1,348 1,340
Additional benefit for third child 94 93
Family net income at which base benefit begins to phase out 40,970 40,7261

National Child Benefit (NCB) Supplement
First child 2,088 2,076
Second child 1,848 1,837
Third child 1,758 1,747
Family net income at which NCB supplement begins to phase out 23,855 23,7102

Family net income at which NCB supplement phase-out is complete 40,970 40,7261

Canada Disability Benefit (CDB)
Maximum benefit 2,470 2,455
Family net income at which CDB supplement begins to phase out 40,970 40,7261

Children’s Special Allowances (CSA)
CSA base amount 3,436 3,416
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Notes:
1 Under changes announced in the January 27, 2009 federal Budget, certain values changed for 2009 as follows:

. The upper taxable income threshold of the 15% tax bracket was increased to $40,726.

. The upper taxable income threshold of the 22% tax bracket was increased to $81,452.

. The basic personal amount, the maximum spouse or common-law partner amount, and the
maximum amount for an eligible dependant were increased to $10,320.

. The maximum age amount was increased to $6,408.

. The family net income at which the CCTB and CDB begins to be phased out and at which the
NCB supplement phase-out is complete for most families, changed to $40,726.

2 The 2009 value increased to $23,710 as a result of changes to the federal tax bracket threshold amounts as noted in Note 1, above.

The CRA stated that if a taxpayer has converted part ofRecent Technical Interpretations the principal residence into an income-producing use, par-
agraph 45(1)(c) deems the converted part to have been

Asset Used Principally in an Active disposed of and immediately reacquired at fair market
value (‘‘FMV’’). A similar disposition and reacquisition atBusiness 
FMV would be deemed to occur if the property is con-

The CRA was asked whether, for purposes of the defi- verted back to its original use.
nition of a qualified small business corporation share
(‘ ‘QSBC Share ’’) in subsection 110.6(1), a Cana- However, the deemed disposition rules will not apply
dian-controlled private corporation uses the building it and the property will retain its qualification as principal
owns principally in an active business if the building is residence if all of the following requirements are met: (i)
partially rented out to arm’s length tenants. the income-producing use of the property is ancillary to

the main use of the property as a principal residence, (ii)
Pursuant to subsection 110.6(2.1), where taxable cap- no structural change to the property occurred, and (iii) no

ital gains are realized on the disposition of a QSBC Share, a CCA is  c la imed on the property .  Whether the
taxpayer may be entitled to a capital gains deduction. The income-producing use is ancillary to the main use of the
deduction is possible if (i) the share is a ‘‘small business property is a question of fact. With respect to the expenses
corporation’’ share at the time of the disposition, and (ii) at deducted in computing income from operating the bed
least 90% of the fair market value of the corporation’s and breakfast, subsection 18(12) allows deductions of
assets are attributable to assets used ‘‘principally in an amounts such as utilities, property taxes, and other
active business’’ carried on primarily in Canada. Generally, expenses related to the house to the extent that they
the term ‘‘principally’’ means more than 50%, and if an related to taxpayer’s income from the business.
asset’s primary or main use is in an active business, then it
will be considered to be used ‘‘principally’’ in an active
business. — Document No. 2009-0321481E5, October 22, 2009

To determine the nature of a building’s use, the CRA
will consider (i) quantitative factors (such as the total
square footage in the building’s occupancy), and (ii) quali- Taxability of Pension Benefits 
tative factors (such as original intent for purchasing the
building, its actual use in the course of business, the nature

The taxpayer inquired whether her share of her
of the business and the practice of the specific industry).

ex-husband’s retirement fund, to which she was entitled as
The square footage use is generally given significant weight

part of the equalization of assets upon her divorce, would
in the determination of the use of the building. Qualitative

be taxable to the taxpayer.
factors are also considered: if the fair rental value of the
rented space exceeds the fair rental value of the space

Pursuant to subparagraph 56(1)(a)(i), the amount thatused for an active business, the building may be consid-
each spouse or former spouse receives under benefits leg-ered as such that is not used principally in an active busi-
islation of the province is included in the income of thatness. These determinations are made on a case-by-case
spouse or former spouse as a pension benefit. Suchbasis.
income inclusion is also required where the pension plan
administrator issues a cheque to the plan member who is
to apportion the payments between the former spouses.— Document No. 2009-0307931E5, November 5, 2009
Subparagraph 56(1)(a)(i) requires that each spouse having a
proprietary interest in the pension benefits and legally enti-
tled to the pension income, include their respective share

Principal Residence Exemption — Bed and in income for a taxation year, regardless of whether pen-
sion benefits are received by separate cheques or by oneBreakfast 
cheque to the pension plan member.

The CRA was asked whether the operation of a bed
and breakfast would disqualify a house from the principal
residence exemption. — Document No. 2009-0331771E5, November 20, 2009
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tion 80.4(2) provides that the benefit does not arise if (i) theDeductibility of Damage Costs 
interest rate paid on the obligation is equal to or exceeds
the interest rate that would have been paid in an arm’sThe CRA was asked to comment on the tax treatment
length transaction, and (ii) another provision of Part Iof an interest-free forgivable loan provided by an employer
requires the inclusion of the loan or debt into the incometo its employee. In the fact situation described, the
of the debtor.employee was a broker who made an error in a trading

transaction and was required to pay damage costs to the
client. The employer considered itself partly responsible Interpretation Bulletin IT-421R2, ‘‘Benefits to Individ-
and agreed to make an interest-free forgivable loan to the uals, Corporations and Shareholders from Loans or Debt’’
employee. discusses the tax treatment where a loan is forgiven or

partially forgiven. The CRA states that the forgiven amount
With respect to the damage costs, paragraph 8(1)(f ) is income in the hands of the employee pursuant to sub-

allows employees to claim deductions for sales expenses section 6(15). However, paragraph 80.4(3)(b) would not be
where the taxpayer was employed in connection with used to reduce any benefit included in the taxpayer’s
selling property or negotiating contracts if the amount (i) income under subsection 80.4(1) in a prior year in respect
was spent for the purpose of earning employment income, of such a loan. During such prior year(s), no part of the loan
and (ii) was not incurred on account of capital (for would have been included in the employee’s income.
example, expenses incurred to renew an agent’s licence).
Whether an expense is in the nature of income or capital is

In the instant situation, a taxable benefit calculated ina question of fact.
accordance with subsection 80.4(1) will be included in the
income of the broker under subsection 6(9), for theUnder subsection 6(15), a partially or fully forgiven loan
amount of a loan outstanding in each of the years in whichmade by an employer to an employee is a taxable benefit
the loan was outstanding. By virtue of paragraph 80.4(3)(b),to the employee and is included in the employee’s income
no taxable benefit is calculated under subsection 80.4(1)under paragraph 6(1)(a). If the employee leaves the
with respect to the amount of the loan that is included inemployment and repays the outstanding loan, no further
income in that year as a result of the loan forgiveness. If theloan-related tax consequences follow.
broker leaves the employment and repays the outstanding
loan, the taxable benefit under subsection 80.4(1) will beUnder subsection 80.4(1), an amount in respect of a
calculated for the period the loan was outstanding duringlow interest or interest-free loan (equal to interest at the
that year.prescribed rate on such a loan for the period in the year

during which it was outstanding less any interest paid on
such a loan) is deemed to be a benefit received in the year

— Document No. 2009-0331661E5, November 17, 2009and is included in a taxpayer’s income. However, subsec-

Notice: Readers are urged to consult their professional advisors prior to acting on the basis

of material in this newsletter.


